
Game of Chroma	




The Properties of Color	


There are three 
fundamental 
properties by 
which color is 
characterized: 
hue, value and 
chroma.	




Value is the degree of light or dark.	




Hue is the attribute of color by which it is 
discernable, dependent on reflected wavelengths.���

In simplest terms, it is the name of a color.	




Chroma is the 
Greek word for 
color.	


In color theory, it 
is the property 
indicating the 
purity or intensity 
of a color.	




What do we mean when we say a color has more 
chroma?	


That color has more of the pure hue present.	




In scientific terms, a high chroma color is 
exclusively the wavelength of a given hue, while 
low chroma color has other wavelengths mixed in.	




Chroma is also 
sometimes 
described as the 
perceived strength 
or “colorfulness” of 
a color.	


How strong is that 
red?	




Chroma vs. Saturation	

So if chroma is the intensity of a color, does that 
mean it’s the same as saturation?	




Although chroma and 
saturation are used 
interchangeably, they are not 
precisely the same.	


Saturation is a comparative 
term referring to the degree 
of chroma versus a 
predetermined standard. In 
other words, it is the relative 
intensity of a color.	




In everyday language, we say something is 
saturated, when we mean has eye-popping color. 
It would be more correct to say high chroma 
unless, of course, a comparison is being made.	




Controlling Chroma	

Just as we can 
control the value of a 
color, we can adjust 
chroma.	




For physical, pigment-
based systems like 
painting, the control 
we can most easily 
exert is to cut the 
chroma of a color.	




Reducing Chroma Method #1	


Add the 
complementary 
color. 	


This may also 
affect value.	




Reducing Chroma Method #2	


Add white, 
gray or black 
to create a 
tint, tone or 
shade.	


This will also 
affect value.	




Reducing Chroma Method #3	


Add a color 
with a lower 
chroma to the 
color you 
want to de-
intensify.	




Although increasing chroma is not as easy for 
pigment-based color, we can add intensity by 
mixing in a higher chroma pigment to something 
with lower chroma.	




Remember that colors out of the tube have the 
highest chroma. You will never get a more intense 
color by mixing than the highest chroma tube 
pigment on your palette.	




What is value?	


What is hue?	


What is chroma?	


What’s the difference b/w 
chroma and saturation?	


What are three ways to 
decrease chroma in painting?	


Can you increase the chroma 
of a paint color? If so, how?	


What is a complementary 
color?	


What is a tint?	


What is a shade?	


What is a tone?	


You Oughta Know	




Questions?	



